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R52to the snake. Receivers’ knowledge
states were classified from the
perspective of the subject as: ignorant
(the subject did not see the receiver
see the snake and did not hear a hoo
when the receiver was within 50 m);
partially knowledgeable (the subject
did not see the receiver see the snake
but heard a hoo when the receiver was
within 50 m); or fully knowledgeable
(the subject saw the receiver see the
snake). This classification will make
some readers uneasy, as it claims
insight into the subject’s mind. In
justification, the authors point out that
in the vast majority of cases both the
subject and the receiver had some
knowledge of the snake through shared
experience. Under these conditions,
it is perhaps not unreasonable for the
authors to assume that subjects had
some first-hand knowledge of
receivers’ prior interactions and hence
receivers’ knowledge.
As it turned out, the subject’s and the
receiver’s information about the snake
were positively correlated, though by
no means always alike. Consequently,
these two potential predictors of the
subject’s behavior could not be
tested in the same statistical model.
Crockford and colleagues [1] therefore
tested them in separate models, with
two measures of hoo production as
responses. Both models yielded
significant results, suggesting that
one or more predictors could account
for subjects’ behavior. Further
analysis was therefore conducted to
disentangle the effects of subject and
receiver information.
The authors focused on a subset of
cases in which receivers either already
had precise information about the
snake’s location (because they had
seen it) or had only partial information
(because they had heard a hoo but not
yet seen the snake). To control for the
subject’s possible habituation to the
stimulus, they included as a potential
predictor the duration of time since the
subject had seen the snake. The results
showed that the primary factor
affecting the subject’s calling behavior
was whether the receiver was fully or
only partially knowledgeable about the
snake’s location, and not the subject’s
own risk or habituation to the stimulus.
Subjects called more if the receiver had
not seen the snake and least if the
receiver had. In a final, intriguing twist,
subjects were also more likely to call
if they shared a close social bond with
the receiver. Although this observationsupports previous findings that strong,
enduring social bonds play a major role
in the lives of chimpanzees [13], it also
complicates matters, because it
suggests that a chimpanzee who
recognizes another’s ignorance may
nonetheless not choose to warn that
individual. Failure to inform cannot,
therefore, be taken as proof of a lack
of a theory of mind.
This important paper [1] reminds us
that, while experiments with captive
animals can be criticized for their
artificiality, field experiments have
their liabilities, too. They are
time-consuming (the study took
20 months to complete) and beset by
ambiguity, relying on complicated
statistics for theirdenouement. There is
simply no way around this problem.
The attribution of knowledge to
another, if it exists at all in animals, has
evolved in the context of a rich network
of social interactions where many
different behaviors and memories of
past events are correlated with each
other. Psychologists who study theory
of mind in children can easily create
situations that both preserve the
richness of their subjects’ social lives
and isolate crucial experimental
variables. For those who study animals
in the wild the task is much more
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MyosinDirectional transport of specific cargos is tuned to specific molecular motors
and specific cytoskeletal tracks. Myosin V transports its cargo on actin cables,
whereas kinesin or dynein transport their cargo on microtubules. A recent
study shows that an engineered kinesin can substitute for myosin V and its
cargo-specific transport and subsequent cellular functions.Kathleen Scheffler1
and Phong T. Tran1,2,*
Cell polarity and shape are defined
by the cytoskeleton, which can serve
as tracks for intracellular trafficking of
organelles, vesicles and molecules.
Distinct roles for the microtubule
and actin cytoskeletons in theestablishment and maintenance of
polarized growth have been described
in diverse cell types [1,2]. Budding
yeast relies on an actin-based delivery
of secretory vesicles to the forming
bud, whereas filamentous fungi appear
to use microtubules as the major
transport system to direct polarized
















Figure 1. Fission yeast uses both the micro-
tubule and actin cytoskeleton to establish
and maintain cell polarity and cell shape.
The simplified sequence of events is: (1) the
kinesin Tea2p carries the polarity marker
Tea1p–Tea4p complex on microtubule tracks
toward the cell tip; (2) Tea1p–Tea4p is
anchored at the cell tip; (3) Tea4p activates
the formin For3p to nucleate actin cables;
and (4)myosinVMyo52pcarries cargoonactin
tracks toward the cell tip for polarized cell
growth. Lo Presti and Martin [6] show that
they can bypass the role of the actin cytoskel-
eton by creating a chimera of kinesin head
and myosin tail. The chimera moves on
microtubules but carries the proper cargo to
the cell tips (5). The chimera can rescue cell
polarity and cell shape in mutant cells.
Dispatch
R53as neurons or melanocytes, utilize both
cytoskeletal systems for the correct
targeting of factors to polarized zones:
long-range transport depends largely
on microtubule tracks and shorter
tracks are covered by actin filaments
[4,5]. The transport of specific cargos
along the cytoskeleton is mediated by
motor proteins: actin-based myosin
motors or microtubule-based kinesin
or dynein motors. To date, these
motors and their specific tracks have
not been shown to be interchangeable.
In a recent issue of Current Biology,
Lo Presti and Martin [6] demonstrate
that one cytoskeletal system can
substitute for the other.
In the rod-shaped fission yeast
Schizosaccharomyces pombe,
polarized cell growth is organized by
the actin cytoskeleton [7,8]. The formin
For3p nucleates actin cables from the
cell tips, which then act as tracks
for Myo52p-dependent (myosin V)
delivery of secretory vesicles to the cell
tips. The cell tips are active polarized
growth sites where new cell membrane
and cell wall material are incorporated.
Microtubules are not essential in
polarized cell growth per se, but
instead contribute to the initial
establishment of growth sites and the
direction of growth by depositing
positional markers at cell tips [8,9].
Microtubules grow out from the cell
center and their plus ends make
dynamic contacts with the cell tips. The
kinesin-7 Tea2p is thought to carry
a complex consisting of the positional
markers Tea1p and Tea4p on the
microtubule track toward the cell tip,
where the Tea1p–Tea4p complex is
subsequently deposited and anchored
to the membrane-bound receptor
Mod5p. The Tea1p–Tea4p complex,
now anchored at the cell tips, can
activate For3p to nucleate and
assemble actin cables. In this context,
a series of events leads ultimately to
polarized cell growth: microtubules/
Tea2p-mediated transport of
Tea1p–Tea4p complex/ cell tip/
formin For3p activation/ actin cable
formation/Myo52p-mediated vesicle
transport/ cell tip/ polarized cell
growth (Figure 1).
Lo Presti and Martin [6] showed
that they can bypass important steps
in this pathway, including actin cable
formation and myosin-V-dependent
vesicle transport, and still maintain
polarized cell growth at cell tips. They
engineered a chimera composed of
the motor domain of the kinesin Tea2pand the cargo-binding domain of the
myosin Myo52p. This chimera can bind
Myo52p-specific cargo receptors,
such as the Rab11-family GTPase
Ypt3p, and deliver cargo to the cell
tips using microtubules in a Tea2p-
dependent manner, effectively
re-routing vesicle transport from
the actin cables to the microtubules
(Figure 1).
Polarized secretion in fission yeast
is regulated by two parallel and
complementary pathways: actin-based
For3p- and Myo52p-dependent
transport of vesicles to cell tips; and the
actin-independent exocyst complex,
which tethers vesicles to the cell tips
[10–12]. When either one of the two
mechanisms is disrupted, cells still
grow in a polarized manner but with
a slightly defective shape. However,
when both mechanisms are disrupted,
cells exhibit a complete loss of
polarized cell growth. The chimera not
only restores polarized growth in either
Dfor3 or Dmyo52 cells, but also in the
double mutant Dfor3-Dexo70, which
lacks both actin cables and a functional
exocyst complex. This indicates that,
regardless of the mode of delivery,
whether by microtubule or by actin
tracks, polarized growth is maintained
as long as secretory vesicles are
targeted to the cell tips.
Cell shape in fission yeast is also
organized by the microtubule
cytoskeleton [8,9]. As mentioned,
microtubule plus ends deliver the
Tea1p–Tea4p polarity marker complex
to the cell tips. In the absence of
these markers or when microtubules
fail to deliver them to the cell tips,
straight fission yeast cells grow into
bent or branched shapes [8,9].
However, bent or branched growth
requires actin cables, i.e. For3p.
A Dtea1 Dfor3 double mutant exhibits
oval or round shape defects, but not
bent or branched shape defects [13].
Lo Presti and Martin [6] showed that
the chimera also rescued these shape
defects. In the Dtea4 Dmyo52 double
mutant, where cells are misshapen
into oval or round cells, the chimera
restored cell shape to normal.
Intriguingly, mutant cells expressing
the chimera also have thinner and
more pointed cell tips compared with
wild-type cells. One explanation
offered is that the contact area
between the cell tips and the respective
cytoskeletal filaments dictates the
width of cells by defining the zone
of vesicle delivery. In fission yeast,microtubules contact the
hemispherical cell tips for 1 to
2 minutes, during which time they keep
growing, which eventually brings
the microtubule plus ends to the
geometrical middle of the cell tip,
resulting in an enhanced accumulation
of cargos at that site. In contrast,
actin cables emanate from a much
larger zone around the cell tip
and can thus deliver cargos to
a broader area.
In summary, this interesting study
of Lo Presti and Martin [6] shows that
microtubules can substitute for actin
cables in cellular functions such as
cargo transport and its subsequent
effect on cell polarity and cell shape.
It should be noted that the chimera
cannot rescue all phenotypes
conferred by the mutations studied.
This is not unexpected, as each
cytoskeletal element has evolved
separately to perform pleiotropic and
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geometry of fission yeast may be ideal,
and unique, for precisely this type
of chimeric analysis. However,
given the multiple and overlapping
roles of the actin and microtubule
cytoskeleton in complex cellular
processes, such as cell polarity and
cell shape, the chimeric analysis
presented by Lo Presti and Martin [6]
can help to simplify the different
pathways even further. By eliminating
one pathway, future research can
focus on the molecular dissection
of one pathway without compounding
effects from another overlapping
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for Evolution?Whether epigenetic variation is important in adaptive evolution has been
contentious. Two recent studies in Arabidopsis thaliana significantly add to our
understanding of genome-wide variation and stability of an epigenetic mark,
and thus help pave the path for realistically incorporating epigenetics into
evolutionary theory.Ben Hunter, Jesse D. Hollister,
and Kirsten Bomblies
Epigenetic marks such as cytosine
methylation or histone modifications
can be very dynamic and can alter
gene expression in response to
environmental and developmental cues
without changes in DNA sequence; in
some cases epigenetic changes can be
heritable through meiosis [1,2]. This
has spurred interest — and heated
debates — about whether epigenetic
variation may play a significant role
in adaptive evolution [3–6]. The need
to formally consider epialleles in
population genetics and evolutionary
theory has been emphasized (e.g.,
[6,7]); however, more empirical data
are necessary to parameterize models
and assess the actual impacts of
epigenetic variation on adaptive
phenotypes (e.g., [3,8]).
Two recent studies in Arabidopsis
thaliana have quantified spontaneousgenome-wide methylation variation,
and are a significant step forward
in quantifying epigenetic change
[9,10]. Both studies capitalized on
a very useful resource: a set of
well-characterized mutation
accumulation lines propagated
from one homozygous ancestor
(Figure 1) [11]. This allows
quantification of the rate and
accumulation of differences in the
absence of natural selection. Such
lines exist for numerous species, which
will allow for extensive comparative
work [12]. In the A. thaliana studies
two individuals each from five [9] and
ten [10] 31st generation lines were
assayed for genome-wide cytosine
methylation patterns and compared
to lines that had been propagated for
only three generations from the
common ancestor (Figure 1). These
lines have also been used to quantify
the base mutation rate [13] as well as
phenotypic divergence [11].Both A. thaliana studies concluded
that, in general, cytosine methylation is
remarkably stable over the 64
generations that separate the most
divergent lines (Figure 1). But at some
loci it does vary: in the two studies
1.6% [9] and 6.4% [10] of methylated
cytosines differed in methylation state
among lines. This gives epimutation
rate estimates orders of magnitude
higher than the DNA base mutation
rate. Consistent with patterns
previously reported for variation among
natural A. thaliana strains [14], variable
CG-methylation sites were
preferentially located in gene regions,
while the methylation states of
transposons and repeat regions were
mostly stably inherited. Variation in
non-CG methylation is comparatively
rare, but showed the opposite pattern,
beingmore variable in transposons and
intergenic regions [9].
What does spontaneous variation
imply for the potential for epigenetic
change to play an important role
in evolution? First, consider the
genome-wide variation in stability of
methylation states. Among the variable
sites identified in these A. thaliana
genome scans, a large proportion
changed state in multiple independent
lines, suggesting that some sites are
indeed ‘hotspots’ for epigenetic
change [9,10], and rates of reversion
are appreciable [10]. It has been known
